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THE INSTITUTION OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH 

 

Manchester and NW Districts Branch,   
Minutes of the 617th Branch Meeting on October 13th 2015 at 19:00 at Chill Factorᵉ,  

Trafford Quays, Manchester 

 

Branch Chairman:     Paul Eyre 

Secretary:                Jan Paley 

 

In attendance: F. Abarshi, M. Aggrey, E. Ainscough, M. Ainscough,O. Alexander, S. U. F. Alitu,  A. Downey, 

M. Emery, C. Enebechi, I. Essington, U. Etuk, P. Eyre, D. Gough, P. Grundy, G. Hall, J. Holden, 

 Y.K. Kombeaky, C. Kutila,  S. Mallett, A. Marsh, D. Marsden, G. Mason, E. Mukami, U. Ntia, M. Nixon, 

 C. Nixon,  J. Paley  D. Riley, F. Riley, P. Robinson, G. Prosser, G. Rowe,  G. Samah, O. T. Senlyn,   

 

1. Welcome  

 

Paul opened the meeting and welcomed all. He extended a special welcome to students from Salford 

University who were attending for the first time.  Paul thanked Irene and Fatima for arranging this and 

accompanying the students to the meeting. Paul explained that there were three strands to the Branches PR 

strategy. These were  

1) Forging closer links with business – Chris Knaggs, the Chair at East Lancs District was doing a lot of 

work with the IOD which had resulted in the tripartite event being jointly chaired with the IOD 

2) Education – the collaborative work with Salford University had been pivotal in getting the students to 

the meeting this evening and  

3) Building relationships with the trade Unions - which Simon Mallet is leading on.  

 

2. Apologies – None had been received  

 

3. Adoption of the 616th Branch meeting minutes  

The minutes were proposed by P. Grundy and seconded by J. Holden and adopted as a true record. 

 

4. IOSH Branch and District Information  

 

Paul advised the meeting that Jan Chmiel, CEO at IOSH was leaving. Jan had agreed to stay on to ensure 

a smooth transition with his successor. 

 
5. Correspondence – The Secretary  provided details of a Safety Groups event being held in Bolton on 

October 15th  

 

6.  AOB – there was no AOB 

 

7. Speaker 

 

Paul introduced the speaker, Michael Emery. Michael said he was delighted to have been invited to the 

branch and that the topic “Be the best you can be – coaching skills for Safety Practitioners” was very 

close to his heart. 

 

Michael asked the audience to tell him what the role of a safety practitioner is. Responses included the 

following; to advise, to monitor, to educate, to interpret legislation, to implement, to communicate, to 

stimulate debate, to investigate accidents, to be a change manager and to help fulfil legal duties.  

 

He then asked the audience “what is coaching?”  Again a broad range of answers were put forward 

including observe and advise, guide and aid, mentor, listen and suggest.  

 

Michael then outlined his background, he was Chartered Safety Practitioner but also a qualified executive 

coach. He said when he was working as a consultant with Weetabix; he was invited to attend a 2 day 

high performance coaching course. Michael said he went and found that actually he didn’t know anything 

about coaching and that the course was a turning point for him.  He went on to develop a 1 day coaching 

course for Weetabix but wanted to develop a coaching course for safety professionals.  

 

Michael then turned to the CIPD definitions of coaching and mentoring which are;  
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Coaching is a non-directive form of development, where the coach – using highly developed listening 

skills and by asking insightful questions – pulls ideas, suggestions and plans from the coachee. 

 

Mentoring uses the same skills as coaching, but is generally used to describe a situation where a more 

experienced colleague uses their greater knowledge and understanding to support the development of 

another.” 

 

Michael said the best safety people are those who can coach and mentor- We are the “Go to people” 

prized for our specialist knowledge. Our ability to develop as coaches is regarded as poor as we are 

perceived as compliance people who “wag our fingers”.  

 

Michael showed another definition of a coach  

 

A coach is a collaborative partner who works with the learner to help them achieve goals, solve 

problems, learn and develop.” Janice Caplan (2003). Coaching for the Future: How Smart Companies Use Coaching and Mentoring 

 

Michael moved onto the attributes of a good coach  

 

1) asks the right questions at the right time; probes, explores, challenges assumptions is genuinely 

curious on behalf of the coachee 

 

2) is an active listener; verbal and non-verbal communication, expressions, gestures, metaphors 

LEVEL 1   You listen more to your inner voice rather than the other person 

LEVEL 2 …This is a deeper level, e g 1:1 talking with a close friend. You are focusing totally on the 

speaker, listening to their words, tone of voice and body language and are not distracted by your 

own thoughts and feelings 

LEVEL 3  This involves the listener focusing on the speaker and picking up more than what is 

being said. You will be listening to everything available using intuition, picking up emotion and 

sensing signals from body language. You can gauge their energy and their emotions as well as 

picking up what they are not saying. You will understand what they are thinking and feeling and 

trusting your own senses can be extremely responsive to the needs of the coachee, knowing what 

question to ask next. Gestures play out the words and sometimes provide a window through to 

the speaker’s thoughts. 

 

3) empathises and builds rapport; is genuinely interested, respectful, non-judgmental 
has understanding of what the other person is thinking e.g. Atticus Finch in ‘To Kill a Mockingbird’ 

 

4) is non-directive 
 

5)  are solution focussed 
 

Coaching is about relationships and opening up communication. Questioning and curiosity drives a 

coaching conversation. In coaching you want the other person to talk so need to ask open questions like 

who, what, which, where, how and why.  

 

Michael said coaches have a problem with Why? because there is often a tone with the question which is 

accusatory. A lot of coaches believe if you ask the why question it can take you back into the problem 

and yet safety practitioners are taught to ask why to get to the bottom of problems. Michael’s experience 

is that Safety Practitioners ask Why? as the default position. Coaches believe in accepting the way the 

world is rather than going back.  

 

Safety Practitioners may not know the solution but still want to help the duty holder to find the correct 

solution and still have to tell the employer when that solution isn’t good enough 

 

Michael then facilitated an active listening exercise, with all those present participating. The key points 

from the exercise were; it is difficult, you can be preoccupied trying to remember what your being told. 

Mannerisms are important as they get you to listen with your eyes and sometimes it allows you to sense 

things. 
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Michael outlined the course available and suggested that safety practitioners need more coaching skills 

courses rather than training on the GROW coaching model. Michael outlined the GROW Model   

 

Goal  what would you like to achieve in the time available? 

Reality  what is going on? Where do you feel you are? What’s working? 

Options what could you do? How could things be different? 

Wrap-up what will you commit to doing? 

 

Asking the right question at the right time is a fundamental knack of being a good coach. A good coach 

asks questions that: - 

  

• are open and solicit further information and therefore new insights; 

• display an understanding of the coachee’s position helping build rapport; 

• challenge assumptions; 

• promote deeper thinking and reflection; 

• suggest options; and 

• are neutral and non-judgemental 

 

Michael then went back to look at the role of the safety practitioner showing slide highlighting the range 

of responses that are typically provided which are 

 

1. To advise senior management on legal compliance 

2. To help ensure senior management on legal compliant 

3. To support line management with regard to risk assessment, accident investigation etc., 

4. To assist line managers in finding solutions to health and safety problems 

5. To promote a safety culture 

6. To encourage safe behaviours 

 

Michael then referred to the top 10 most commonly performed tasks identified in via a survey through 

THSP in 2005. Six out of 10 of the tasks involve communication 

 

 

Top 10 most commonly performed tasks 

1 Read professional safety literature 

2 Investigate/evaluate workplace risks 

3 Inform/discuss with line managers 

4 Inform/discuss with first line supervisors 

5 Exchange knowledge with colleagues at local or national level 

6 Inform/discuss with employees 

7 Inform/discuss with top management 

8 Make recommendations from investigations 

9 Conduct workplace inspections 

10 Check compliance of machines, processes and workplaces 

 

The report highlights the implications for training and guidance materials needed to support competence 

in these areas, particularly in communication skills. Michael said that he was aware the new competency 

framework being developed by IOSH would include a lot of these. Michael emphasised that practitioners 

need coaching skills to enable them to be collaborative, supportive and helpful. 

 

He highlighted a recent comment Tim Briggs had made in the Editorial in THSP   

 

“The very best practitioners are those who marry that [technical] knowledge with what we 

might call those ‘human skills’ of listening, communicating and influencing. 
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Our efficacy in improving the health and safety of people at work is reliant on our success in 

interactions with colleagues or clients, from the shop floor to the board room.” 

 

Michael finished his presentation affirming that coaching is very powerful not trivial and not just about 

ticking a box. (There was a discount for people attending his next course who had attending the 

evenings presentation.)  

 

Paul gave the Vote of Thanks and presented Michael  with a small gift as token of appreciation. The 

meeting applauded in the usual manner. Paul closed the meeting and wished all a safe journey home  
 

Michael can be contacted at  

 

Securus Health & Safety Limited 

Greetlands, Thornfield Avenue, Waterfoot, Rossendale BB4 9AP 

m. (0044) 0792 191 4099    e. info@securushealthandsafety.co.uk www.securushealthandsafety.co.uk 

Registered in England No. 07097778 

 

The meeting close at 08:40 

Minutes prepared by J. M. Paley 16/10/15 


